Abstract TFL, the Task Formal Language, has been developed for integrating the static and dynamic aspects of Knowledge Based Systems. This paper focuses on the formal speci cation of dynamic behaviour. Although fundamental in Knowledge Based System, the strategic reasoning was rather neglected until now b y the existing formal speci cations. Most languages were generally more focused on the domain and problem-solving knowledge speci cation than on the control. The formalisation presented here di ers from previous ones in several aspects. First, a di erent representation of dynamic knowledge is proposed : TFL is based on Algebraic Data Types, as opposed to dynamic or temporal logic. Second, dynamic strategic reasoning is emphasised, whereas existing languages only o er to specify algorithmic control. Then, TFL does not only provide the speci cation of the problem-solving knowledge of the object system, but also of its strategic knowledge. Finally, the dynamic knowledge of the meta-system itself is also speci ed. Moreover, modularisation is another important feature of the presented language.
Introduction
Knowledge Acquisition was traditionally viewed as an extraction / transcription process. An opposite view is generally adopted now: the modelling approach BdV94] WSB92]. In this process, a particular model is especially important: the model of expertise(ME), which is the result of the conceptualisation stage. This model is an abstract description of the problem-solving behav i o u r o f a n a g e n t ( h uman or artifact). Such a functional speci cation of a Knowledge Based System (KBS) is made at a conceptual level and is independent of the implementation. Different methodologies (e.g. Role Limiting Methods Der88], Components of Expertise Ste90], Generic Tasks Cha88], PROTEGE Mus89], KADS BdV94] ) and associated conceptual modelling languages have been proposed. They o er informally or semi-formally de ned primitives to describe the ME. However, their lack of clear semantics limits the ME advantages, since it causes di culties in its understanding, validation, reuse and implementation. Therefore, in order to support a more precise and formal speci cation of the ME, several languages have been more recently de ned in Knowledge Engineering, (e.g. (ML) 2 FvH94] . Languages in the rst group mainly aim at formalising the ME, in particular the KADS model of expertise. They have a denotational semantics. Languages of the second group aim at operationalizing the ME. They have an operational semantics. However, the trouble is that most of those languages, whatever their type, do not deal with the control problem in a completely satisfactory way. For instance, most of them only consider one single problem-solving method to solve a task, which is generally statically de ned in advance with 1 a xed control structure. Languages which are more exible and allow to describe alternative problem-solving methods, yet provide no clear means of specifying the knowledge (i.e. strategies) which enables to select or con gurate a suited problem-solving method. In this paper, we p r o p o s e a formal speci cation language, t h e T ASK formal language (TFL), which aims at dealing correctly with the control speci cation. The work is based on TASK, a methodology Pie94] which is more convenient than other Task oriented approaches, in particular KADS, for modelling exible problem-solving and opportunistic reasoning. TFL aims at overcoming two main failures concerning existing Knowledge Engineering languages : conceptual modelling languages lack clarity and precision, whereas existing formal languages have limitations concerning the control speci cation for exible problem-solving systems.
TFL requirements
TFL is a speci cation language whose goal is to comply with two main requirements: to be formal, that is to have a mathematically de ned syntax and semantics, and to allow the formal speci cation of the control for exible KBS.
Needs for formal language
A formal language is required, in order to remedy the conceptual languages lack of clarity and precision, so that to enable the development of a KBS that behaves as it is intended to. It has been clearly recognised in traditional Software Engineering, that improving programming languages is not su cient to improve t h e s o f t ware quality. I t i s n o w clear that this quality depends mostly on the speci cations of the system and its characteristics. This recognition gave rise to the study of formal methods in Software Engineering. At the same time in Knowledge Engineering, Newell's Knowledge Level hypothesis New82] emphasised the necessity of abstraction from particular representation languages. Newell suggested to shift the emphasis from representation issues to speci cation issues. Like a n y other system speci cation, the ME should be as precise, complete, unambiguous and consistent as possible. Unfortunately, the lack of clear semantics in the conceptual modelling languages primitive s l e a d s t o a l a c k of precision of the ME. A formal speci cation is required not only to ensure the system correct behaviour, but also to enable a safe reusability o f components. To be correctly reused during the conceptual design step of the ME, the \generic components" of libraries (e.g. Generic Tasks Cha88], problem-types or canonical functions of CommonKADS BdV94]) must be precisely speci ed. For instance, selecting the right inference requires certainty of its meaning. Unfortunately, these inferences have not got a precise semantics. For example, as Abe93] noted, the KADS inference\ abstract" may h a ve many di erent i n terpretations, thus when this component is reused to build a particular system, it is not guaranteed that it does what it was assumed to do. In order to analyse, validate, compare, reuse models of libraries or models of expertise, clear syntax and semantics of the language primitives are essential. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study how the formal speci cation languages traditionally u s e d i n s o f t ware engineering could be applied to KBSs. The bene ts of KBS formal speci cations are multiple since formal speci cations allow:
1. to better describe the functionality expected from the software system that is being designed : this is their rst role. The KBS functional speci cation and its technical design and implementation are clearly separated. For instance, let be "::" the application operator and " " the sequence operator. The semantics of the application of a sequence is given by the axiom p q :: D = q :: (p :: D) (Fig. 9 ). This speci cation only focuses on the operator " " functionality. It only expresses that p q applied to data D is equivalent to the application of q to the result of the application o f p to D.
This speci cation abstracts from the details of this operator concrete implementation.
In the same way, the axiom resources(abstract) = abstract-model & given in the abstract inference speci cation (Fig. 6 ) only expresses that a speci c domain-model must be available to enable abstraction from patient observations to patient s y m ptoms, but it abstracts from the concrete representation of this knowledge (e.g. rules, 2 frames, logic etc.). The axiom abstract :: D = apply-inference(abstract?) :: D (Fig. 6 ) expresses the connection between the inference abstract and the domain relation abstract?. It means that the result of the application of abstract is obtained in applying some domain knowledge but the details of the inference mechanism operationalisation are left to the implementor. 2. to better anticipate the KBS behaviour since a prototype can be derived from the speci cations. A formal speci cation not only provides a description of the KBS expected functionalities but also a means to forecast its behaviour. When dealing with algebraic speci cations, as the TFL language does, di erent means may be used to derive s u c h a prototype: rewriting, logic programming, code generation. In particular, in some cases, it is possible to transform the ADT axioms into an equivalent rewrite rules system (in using some Knuth & Bendix like algorithm) which enables to obtain an executable prototype of the speci ed system. The notion of speci cations \correctness" cannot be completely formalised. There is no formal way t o p r o ve that a speci cation is a "correct" description of the software to be designed. Indeed, in order to make a comparison between the formal speci cation and the system expected properties, a precise description of the properties (that means formal) is required. But this is precisely the role of the formal speci cation and in general only some informal "requirements" are available. Thus, running a prototype over "interesting" cases provides a possible way o f v alidating the formal speci cations and of testing that the KBS behaviour corresponds to that expected. ADT speci cations have i n teresting properties for test selection Gau92] Mar91b]. Another way t o c heck the adequacy of a speci cation is the use of the speci cation to prove consequent (expected) properties. Many Software Engineering works have already shown that Algebraic languages and methods are interesting approaches for prototyping and proof. Indeed, the mathematical grounds of these techniques are quite well controlled and there is a natural link between algebraic speci cation and rewriting. 3. to prove the software correctness since they provide a reference document that can be used therefore. Speci cations are considered by s o f t ware engineering as useful means to obtain programs which comply with given requirements. In this framework, software development is seen as resulting from a stepwise re nement process starting from a \high-level requirements speci cation" SP 0 to a \low level program" P. A s u i t o f i n termediate formal speci cations SP 1 ,..., SP n , is produced during this process which is called \im-plementation". The program P is said to be an implementation of each speci cation SP j ( ONS]) and in this context, SP i is considered to be also an implementation SP j , whenever i > j . Di erent i n terpretations of \implementation" are available in this framework of software development. Our speci cation language bene ts of a \loose" semantics which allows to specify only the desired properties, at each level. In our language, SP 0 is an implementation of a speci cation SP if it \specialises" SP in adding new properties de nition to it. Thus SP 0 restricts the set of possible models of SP. Nevertheless, each model of SP 0 must still remain a model of SP. In that way, all the requirements de ned in SP i (0 i < n ) are satis ed by SP n . Existing ADT techniques allow t o c heck the correctness of the successive i n termediary implementations from SP i to SP i+1 . T h e relation between P and SP n is di erent since P is not a speci cation but a program. The program P describes the same object as SP n but in a \concrete" operational language. The results obtained with P should be deduced from the speci cation SP n . A method to verify it consists in deriving a set of tests from the speci cation P, and to watch at their satisfaction by the program P. There exists some tools (e.g. LOFT developed in the LRI by Mar91a]) to verify that P really satis es all the requirements speci ed in SP n . abstract and precise nature of formal speci cations ensures to reuse components of libraries with a more safe interpretation. For example, the ambiguity of the KADS inferences due to their informal description makes it di cult to select or adapt them for a particular application. On the opposite, for example, the formalisation in rst order logic of the inferences proposed by A b e n m a k es their assumptions and properties more explicit Abe95]. In a similar way, the TFL speci cation of the inferences or tasks given by ADT axioms provide them with a precise semantics. For instance, an axiom de ned in an ADT Hierarchy: classify (i, C) <=> i is-a C and non (i is-a C' and C' < C) clearly de nes the semantics of the classify action : "to classify an object i within a hierarchy means to nd the most speci c class C this instance i belongs to".
Necessity to specify a dynamic control.
Proposing a new formal language is required, in order to overcome existing limitations concerning exible problem solving and control. Indeed, non deterministic applications is the most favoured eld of KBSs. The most important di erence between traditional computer systems and KBSs is their declarativity a n d i n ternal 1 non determinism. Most often in a KBS, the way to solve a problem is not known in advance. The problemsolving process cannot be described by a xed procedure. Thus, it cannot be prede ned, but has to be dynamically computed during the resolution, in using some declarative knowledge. This internal non determinism precisely gives rise to a control problem : "which is the best potential action to be executed ?" HR85]. Most of the formal languages which h a ve been recently proposed (e.g (ML) 2 HB92], K BS SF JS92], FORKADS WS91], KARL FAL91], QIL ARS92]) are based on the KADS methodology. KADS doesn't really provide satisfactory answers to the control modelling. First, in KADS dynamic knowledge is described in a procedural form (by a task), and a a task is associated with a single problem-solving method task body with a xed control structure second, the de nition of strategic knowledge is not very precise in KADS I and the strategy layer is removed from the ME (to the meta level) in KADS II third, the KBS control process is not considered since the KADS ME aims at specifying the application expertise and not the control reasoning control. Thus, the existing languages are generally more suited to KBSs with xed tasks decomposition.
Dynamics semantics
This section does not aim at presenting an exhaustive review of the formal languages found in Knowledge Engineering (refer for example to FvH94], TW93] or vHF95]). The goal is only to provide a short analysis of how these approaches specify the dynamics of KBS. The dynamic behaviour depends on several components: { the object system problem-solving knowledge and strategical knowledge { the meta-system own problem-solving knowledge and strategical knowledge
The existing languages are now surveyed emphasing three dimensions : (i) how they specify the object-system problem-solving knowledge, (ii) do they enable exible problem-solving thanks to strategical knowledge, (iii) do they specify the meta-system processes involved in controlling the resolution, in particular for dynamic choices. Here, the most famous languages from the most procedural to the most declarative: K BS SF K BS SF is based on algebraic speci cations. It is used to describe three layers of objects: data, knowledge, behaviour. Data are speci ed by ADTs, knowledge is speci ed in using order sorted logic. Inferences roles are speci ed by parametrised signature types, while their action is speci ed by a Bmodule. A Bmodule consists of Input/Output parameters, local variables and a body which speci es a procedure to achieve the required behaviour. A task is speci ed in the same way, b y a set of Bmodules. The behaviour description 1 opposed to external non-determinism, which means that a program can deliver several outputs for the same input 4 is given in terms of Bmodules, in using "a control oriented speci cation language" which o ers control statements like assignment, task call, choice, iteration and also operations on theories.
KARL
In KARL the problem-solving process of a KBS is modelled at the task layer. KARL uses Procedural-KARL, a v ariant of dynamic logic Har84] but restricted to regular and deterministic programs. Procedural-KARL \can be used similar to a procedural language" FvH94] to describe the control ow b e t ween the di erent inferences of an inference structure and tasks are \similar to procedures in programming languages". In Procedural-KARL, the primitive programs correspond to inferences calls. Programs are combined by sequence, loop, and alternative i n to more complex programs which correspond to tasks. Thus, KARL allows the declarative description of a xed control ow but not of dynamic control. Moreover, at the inference layer, there is no non-deterministic c hoice of instantiation of the inference actions, since KARL uses the complete minimal Herbrand model for the inference execution. These restrictions have been voluntary made in order to provide executability : \the logical language is restricted to Horn logic and the speci cation of control requires a deterministic ( o ver)-speci cation Fen95a]". On the one hand, KARL only aims at specifying the object-level reasoning process and is not concerned by the meta-level reasoning. On the other hand, consequently to latter restrictions, KARL is not concerned by the speci cation of control for non-deterministic choice of knowledge. In return, KARL does not o er exibility.
(ML) 2 (ML) 2 uses Quanti ed Dynamic Logic (QDL) Har84], a multi-modal logic, to represent the KADS task layer. Tasks are viewed as QDL programs, w h i c h are complex QDL expressions. The primitive programs correspond to the inferences. Inferences are speci ed by a predicate together with the test operator| ? . They use a state variable to store the input/output pairs computed at each step. Two primitive program statements are available: assignment and test. Di erent constructors are provided to combine programs : sequence, non deterministic iteration and choice. The non deterministic operators enable a declarative description of dynamic and also xed control. These operators and the state variables make (ML) 2 more exible than KARL. The (ML) 2 non deterministic operators o er broad potentiality. They might enable to specify a non deterministic choice between several problem-solving methods for a task, or conditions stating which inference should be selected. However, non-determinism has been limited to the inference layer and this potentiality is not really illustrated on tasks. Even though a description of non-deterministic control ow should be possible, (ML) 2 has been used only for a xed task-decomposition, the usual content of the KADS task layer. Like KARL, (ML) 2 uses a procedural representation of control and does not aim at representing strategic reasoning. Thus no speci cation of strategical knowledge is provided. Both languages focus on specifying the KBS reasoning but not the control over this reasoning. The meta-system control is not speci ed and implicitly relies on an interpreter/theorem prover.
QIL
QIL is based on a multi-modal logic. QIL is more exible since it does not represent problem-solving knowledge by xed task decomposition. Tasks plans are dynamically generated by planning rules. The temporal modality is used to specify the planning process. General rules, which specify how to form a plan that meets a goal, are represented as beliefs of an agent about the future, However, whereas such rules can explicitely express which action should be selected, nothing is provided to choose one action among several possible ones. Thus, no way of specifying strategical knowledge is provided DESIRE Opposite to the previous languages which are all based on KADS, DESIRE is dedicated to compositional architectures. DESIRE uses temporal logic. The state changes and temporal aspects are explicitely c o vered by the formal semantics of DESIRE. A current state in time is represented by a partial model. The reasoning process is modelled as a func-tion between such partial models. Whereas in KADS hierarchical decomposition is only available at the task layer, in DESIRE the control structure is not separated at a distinct level but is included in each composed component itself. DESIRE makes distinction b etween meta-level and object-level, which enables to specify exible control of inferences. The meta-level describes the dynamic aspects of the object-level in a declarative fashion. The decomposition i n to several modules each c o n taining its own object-level knowledge and meta-level knowledge allow to specify any n umber of levels to describe the complete system. The global control is represented by a rule formalism at a separate level. By this means, DESIRE permits to express dynamic control decisions. But the well known disadvantage of this rule formalism is to make the global behaviour di cult to predict. The execution of speci cation is obtained by a n i n terpreter. Although its representation of the global control has a avo u r o f s y m bol level, DESIRE provides a means of representing strategic reasoning. In conclusion, DESIRE is the single existing language that o ers some capacity of specifying strategic knowledge and exible problem-solving. However, because DESIRE is not very intuitive, its use may be limited to some specialists. The aim of TASK is to provide a Task-oriented framework that does not elude the di culty due to the speci city of KBSs compared to traditional software, but takes care of the complexity related to their non-determinism. A speci cation language for KBS must enable both procedural and dynamic control. This point is basic in the TFL language. It has implied the choice of a unique speci cation formalism because of the double role of the problem-solving knowledge. Indeed, problem-solving knowledge is viewed as operative k n o wledge when applied to data, and as data when the control operates on it. Thus, a major contribution of the approach is the use of a single knowledge speci cation formalism: Algebraic Data Types (ADT) which is used to represent data and knowledge in an implementation independent w ay with a precise syntax and semantics. For each piece of problem-solving knowledge, a module expresses both its static and dynamic semantics.
Section 2 describes the modelling primitives according to the TASK methodology. In particular, the notion of process is clari ed, and a re exive h ybrid control combining the opportunistic and hierarchical approaches is presented. In section 3 the mathematical object of processmodule which a l l o ws an abstract and modular description of the problem-solving knowledge is introduced, and the whole speci cation of the dynamic behaviour of a KBS is given.
The TASK model
This work is devoted to a formal speci cation of the expertise models according to the TASK methodology Pie94].
The TASK methodology
The Task Methodology is based on the following principles:
Functional view of the problem-solving knowledge: expertise is modelled as several tasks (agents) which cooperate to solve a global problem. Each task has a partial view of the problem solving and is assigned a speci c problem-solving competence (a typical function).
Categorisation of knowledge: expertise is divided into three types, domain knowledge, problem-solving knowledge, control knowledge.
Interaction Hypothesis: Task Oriented Modelling is based on the hypothesis that these three categories of knowledge are interrelated. This is a similar hypothesis to the Interaction Hypothesis of Generic Tasks Cha88]. A new concept, the Task-Module, has therefore been introduced in order to refer to the whole bundle of knowledge concerning an expertise module, whatever its level of genericity. A T ask-Module is a pair competence, knowledge]. The competence part gives an abstract speci cation of the module competence. The knowledge part is composed of three elements: resources refers to the domain modules required by the task. processes refers to the operative modules the task can use to reach its goal. strategies refers to the strategic modules the task has to choose the pertinent problemsolving module in a current context. Modularisation: each t ype of knowledge is organised into several modules. Domain knowledge is structured into domain structures, dependency subnets corresponding to the di erent domain relations. Problem-solving methods are structured into processes, while strategic knowledge are organised into strategies. Specialists of a problem type are organised into Task-Modules.
Hybrid control: the model of control combines opportunistic (as de ned in BB1 HR85]) and hierarchical approaches of control (as de ned in CRYSALIS Ter83] or KADS WSB92]).
The TASK primitives
Among di erent possible control approaches, a sharing data communication model 2 has been chosen. The model of control is grounded on two main primitives which a r e data and process. Data models the working memory which contains all the current information on the case, the active strategies and foci. Processes model the problem-solving knowledge which operate on the data. The problem-solving activity consists in applying processes to data until the problemsolving goal is met. Information refer to the factual data and assertions about the case: they model the current state of the data concerning the case. A piece of information describes the value of a concept property for an instance. For example, information about the current c a s e could be: The temperature o f t h e p atient 'Jean' i s 3 7 , h e h a s n 't got fever, the stress of the patient 'Lug' is high.... The notion of information is crucial in the model. Indeed, the initial case is de ned by a set of information stored in the working memory. Problem Solving consists in completing the set of known information by applying the domain and problem-solving knowledge, according to the strategical knowledge.
Problem-solving knowledge.
The Problem-solving knowledge is the operative k n o wledge of an application. Each t ype of problem-solving knowledge is modelled by a process. A process describes an inference process (whatever its type) that could potentially operate on the data. So, it can modify the state of the data. However, this notion is not similar to that of process in software engineering. The latter is only operative, and thus only de ned, by its action on data. On the contrary, i n k n o wledge engineering a process can additionally be viewed as a data with respect to the control activity which has to choose one process to be applied among several potential processes. Thus, the 2 A blackboard model 7 semantics of a process is not only concerned with the result of its application to the data. Indeed, the control also needs to access the processes features in order to evaluate their relevance in the resolution, with the purpose of applying only t h e m o s t i n teresting one. Therefore, a process is de ned both by its semantics as action (dynamic semantics) and by its semantics as data (static semantics):
Expression of dynamic semantics (application of a process to the data) Three categories of processes are distinguished according to their means of application to the data: inferences, composed process, task-modules. Inferences A process is built from building blocks, the inferences. Inferences represent the atomic actions that a system performs to change the problem-solving state. Applying an inference to data corresponds to perform implicit operations tied to a domain structure.
The action corresponding to a relation R of a domain structure consists in infering, from all the occurrences of R in the domain structure, the information b when the piece of information a is present in the data 3 .
Composed p r ocesses A case is solved by the application of several inferences to the data. Composed p r ocesses are pseudo \methods" depicting links between less complex processes. They are described as pseudo \programs" with the following constructors:
| | represents the sequence, | ? the non-deterministic loop, | ? the test, | | the non-deterministic c hoice.
In a process, the non-deterministic c hoice operator expresses that several processes are available to realize the same action in di erent w ays. Two categories of composed processes are distinguished: 1. deterministic methods, correspond to static resolution plans whose decomposition is already determined before the running. They are represented as combinations of processes which do not involve the non-deterministic operator. 2. non-deterministic methods, correspond to dynamic resolution plans. The process decomposition is not known a priori, before its application to data, but dynamically generated during the resolution thanks to the control knowledge. They are represented with the use of the non-deterministic operator. Tasks-Modules Task-Modules are \specialists" of a problem type. They capture in a unique entity the whole knowledge implied in an expert module. A task is composed of: { a c ompetence, describing the problem-solving situations the task is concerned with.
{ resources, set of local domain structures required by the task. { processes, set of local processes that could be used to perform the task. { strategies, set of local strategies used by the task to dynamically build a resolution plan suited to a particular case. A task local control uses the task local strategies to get a method to achieve the task: if the task local processes consist of a non-deterministic process, then the method is obtained in selecting one process among several possible ones thanks to the strategies if they consist of a set of sub-processes, then the method is dynamically generated by combining these sub-processes (e.g. set of sub-tasks) according to the strategies. This allows an important cut in the search space. The result of applying a task to data is the same as the result of applying the process dynamically generated thanks to the local task control. 3 The implicit inference action related to a domain structure is not always so simple but could be formulated in a similar way from a set of domain structure relations.
8 For example, classi cation i s a t ypical task that may be realized by di erent p r ocesses for instance by heuristic classi cation, hierarchical classi cation e t c . A l o c a l strategy of the Classi cation T ask expresses for instance that the process choice might be based on the nature of the domain structure available. It should be noted that opposed to KARL, a process can describe non-deterministic programs.
Expression of static semantics (process intrinsic features)
In our modelling framework, a process is not only viewed as an action but also as a static object with its own features. These features are used by the control processes to make selection and choice when needed. A process is therefore characterised by the following explicit features :
1. a n a m e refers to the process. 2. input and output are the set of concepts the process deals with. 3. resources are the required domain structures. 4. a p r e-condition is the necessary condition the current input objects must satisfy so that the process can be activated. 5. a p ost-condition is the necessary condition the output objects have to satisfy after the process has been applied to the data. 6. (sub)processes and (sub)tasks used in the process body. This approach p r e s e n ts two important a d v antages, related to knowledge acquisition and to the control knowledge de nition:
The rst advantage is that the characteristics of a composed process are, by de nition, generated from the characteristics of its components. In that way, when the characteristics of all the inferences are known, the characteristics o f all the composed processes are automatically derived. Therefore, only the characteristics of the inferences have t o b e de ned during the acquisition process. The second advantage is the use of a unique structure for the processes features, the tasks competence and the foci (cf. section 2.2.3). In that way, the control function is viewed as a function working on a unique data structure which aims at matching characteristics of the same type.
Strategic knowledge
To s o l v e the control problem requires that the working memory not only contains the information about the case, but also the strategic knowledge that enables the control to compute a choice among applicable processes. Strategies which ll this purpose, are built from building blocks called foci: a f o c u s corresponds to an heuristic which privileges some subset of processes. A focus is expressed as a constraint on the problem-solving knowledge. According to the type of these constraints, a focus represents a data driven control | which privileges knowledge operating on some data (within a medical application, for instance \prefer actions on symptoms of diseases") | a goal driven control | which privileges knowledge which could help to reach a g i v en resolution state (for instance \prefer actions which conclude on cardio-vascular diseases") | o r a n action driven control | which privileges knowledge directly dealing with speci c actions (for instance \prefer classi cation processes") |. A focus can express either generic preferences like \actions on hierarchically structured d a t a " or speci c preferences like \actions on pneumonia": control is achieved at several granularity levels. A focus is taken into account b y the control only when it is put in the working memory, then said activated.
a strategy is responsible of activating and deactivating the foci or of expressing their combination. Indeed, a heuristic is generally not valid during the whole resolution. A strategy activates or deactivates sub-strategies and foci. In this way, a n y n umber of control levels can be de ned. Each level manages its sub-levels. A strategy has a name and a body which is an expression in a dedicated language. The basic terms of this language are: 
The control model
The model is re ective: the control is speci ed in terms of processes similar to the problemsolving ones, thus a uniform description of all the dynamic knowledge is possible. These control processes are invoked only when a choice between alternative processes is needed. Such a c a s e occurs either for the application of a composed process including the non-deterministic operator or for the application of a task. Since it is only used when it is really necessary, the control is more e cient.
The schema of the global model of control is given Fig. 1 . Control usually drives the resolution. An opposite approach is used here: problem solving calls for the control. Problem solving is completely described in terms of processes application.
1. The application of an inference consists in the addition, suppression or modi cation of the current information according to the domain knowledge tied to the inference. 2. The application of a deterministic composed process corresponds to the application of the sub-processes it is made of.
3. The application of a non-deterministic process p q 4 to the data D is replaced by the application to D of a choice process operating on p and q 5 . The result of applying p q to D is thus equal to the result obtained in applying the \chosen" process to D. The intervention of the control thus brings back to the previous cases 1 or 2. 4. The application of a task is also brought back to case 1 or 2 through the control. The control exploits the knowledge embedded in the task in order to get a deterministic process or an inference which satis es the current data (information and foci) and its competence. Performing the task is then equivalent to applying this process to the data. Thanks to the Task-modules the resolution is more e cient since they make a local control possible: local strategies activate (deactivate) heuristics which are speci c to the task, and the search space is reduced to the local processes. As problem solving is viewed in terms of processes application to data, before the problemsolving process starts, initial information describing the case to be solved must be set up and an initial process must have been de ned. The initial process models the main task the system has to perform. This process may be of di erent nature, depending on the available problem-solving expertise. If a xed chaining of sub-processes is known a priori, then it is a deterministic process. In other cases, it is described by a main task whose competence expresses the main problem-solving situation that is, all what is known about the problem to be solved. processes expresses the sub-processes or sub-tasks the task can make use of to meet its goal. strategies express the available heuristics to reach the task goal or the pertinent strategies to build a problem-solving method. The problem solving activity starts by applying this process to the initial data and is then pursued according to the general scheme of processes application described just above.
TFL formal speci cation of KBS dynamic behaviour
The di erent categories of knowledge are speci ed in a single formalism: Algebraic Data Types (ADT). This choice of ADTs as the single formalism used to specify both static and dynamic knowledge is an important speci city of the approach. It is particularly convenient to re ect the double nature of processes: dynamic, from the resolution point of view but static, from the control point of view. Indeed, when applied to data, a process has an active role, when the control processes of the meta-system are applied to them, then a process is viewed as a static data.
An ADT presentation (or more simply a speci cation) is a triple (S, ,Ax) where (S, ) is a signature and Ax is a set of rst order logic formulae (but generally limited to positive conditional equations). A signature (S, ) is a nite set S of sorts (i.e. type-names) and a nite set of operation-names with an arity (de ning the sorts of their domain and codomain). The syntax which is adopted is that of PLUSS Gau84], Gau85], a speci cation language developed in the framework of the ASSPEGIQUE project Cap87]. The semantics associated with a speci cation in PLUSS is of the \set of models" type (opposed to the initial approach where there is a unique |up to isomorphism| algebra validating the axioms). Several PLUSS constructors are used:
Each ordinary ADT is introduced by t h e k eyword spec followed by the module name ADTs which are required are introduced by t h e k eyword use. A new name can be given to a part or to a whole speci cation by the primitive renaming ... into ....
to be satis ed by the e ective speci cations that can be substituted to it in the instantiation process. A generic speci cation is similar to an ordinary speci cation, b u t all the objects in the signature are not declared.
For example, in the speci cation LNAT (Fig. 2) By de nition, ADTs have been developed to specify data types. Their favourite eld of application is that of procedural programs. Therefore, it was necessary to adapt classical ADTs, in order to enable the speci cation of processes and strategic reasoning. The formalism presented here has been inspired by a w ork on algebraic speci cations for concurrent processes Kap87]. The essential ideas that in uenced it are the de nition of process speci cations which are used to simplify the development of speci cations a n d a n application operator through which processes operate on data (dashes represents the place of the arguments in the signature of the operator):
; :: ; : process data 7 ! data This section is now focused on KBS speci cation done by a knowledge engineer and thus presents the main concepts he has to know for that purpose. The novel tool of process module is particularly outlined x 3.2. Its syntax is rst given x 3.2.1. The semantics which is assigned to the set of all the process modules of an application i s g i v en x 3.2.2.
Data and Information
The working memory contains all the current information about the case, the set of active strategies and foci. It is speci ed by the module Data (Fig. 3) 6 which requires the di erent speci cation modules, Information (Fig. 4) , Strategy and Focus (cf. Appendix). 6 The rst letter of a Sort is a lower character whereas a Speci cation module has an upper character 12 Data The working memory Data speci cation is represented as a record whose elds are associated respectively with the set of information about the case (the current state of the domain data), the set of active strategies and the set of active f o c i . The class of models which v alidate this spec Data as Record of( < STATE, Set-Information >, < STRATEGIES, Set-Strategy >, < FOCI, Set-Focus >) renaming Record into data 
Information
The operator | i n | i s | is a generator of the sort information (Fig. 4) . 
Boolean expressions
The choice of one problem-solving process rather than another one depends on the current state of the resolution. The speci cation of the problem-solving knowledge thus needs to be able to express conditions relative to the current information. Such a condition cannot be de ned in a xed way and involves the notion of dynamic condition. The solution proposed by Kap87] f o r 7
The name of sorts pre xed by set-are used to give a name to the corresponding set sort, Speci cation of sets are pre xed by Set-) 13 modelling such dynamic conditions consists in de ning a new sort exp-bool denoting a range of expressions which are applied on the current domain data (set-information) through the application operator <::>:
; <::> ; : exp ; bool set ; information 7 ! bool This operator plays a role similar to the process application operator. All the boolean expressions are de ned in exp-bool by axioms like: exp <::> D = E where D is a term of Set-Information and E is a boolean term on Set-Information.
A boolean expression is transformed into a process by the test operator | ? which t a k es a boolean expression as argument. The application of such a process succeeds only if the dynamic application of the boolean expression to the same data provides the value true.
Process and Process modules
The problem-solving knowledge is speci ed with the help of a speci c mathematical object process module which allows to describe the reasoning knowledge in an abstract and modular way. Unlike a process speci cation in Kap87] w h i c h h a s a l w ays got a semantics given by a n associated classic speci cation SEM(P), a process module has no semantics. A process module is a \ syntactic sugar" w h i c h simpli es the speci cation of a piece of problem-solving knowledge. It is the set of all the process modules which has got a semantics. For that purpose, these processes are associated with a classical speci cation Process which c o vers the given speci cation of the process modules and all the \machinery" needed for the writing of the problem-solving knowledge. By de nition, the processes semantics is the classical semantics of the speci cation
Process, that is the class of its models. The KE is not concerned with that speci cation: he only has to specify the application processes with the mathematical primitive of process module.
The associated speci cation Process is automatically built from all these process modules. The
Process semantics is shortly explained in section 3.2.2.
Syntax of process modules
The syntax of a process module is given Fig. 5 . The di erent elds are optional. Generally, a process module is used to specify one module of knowledge of an application, t h us all the elds are not necessarly used in each process module but only the needed ones. Two sets of elds are distinguished, elds for the problem-solving knowledge and elds for the strategic knowledge. A diagnosis task concerning a medical application using the heuristic classi cation method illustrates the TFL speci cation of the problem-solving and strategic knowledge 8 Fields for the problem-solving knowledge (Fig. 5) Any t ype of processes, inference, composed process and task is speci ed by use of process modules. The relevant elds (shown Fig. 5 ) are used for each p r o c e s s t ype:
Inferences
The name of an inference is stated in the eld inferences. It enables to generate the declaration of the corresponding atomic process in the signature of the speci cation module Process, through its required spec Process-Name (Fig. 9) .
The speci cation of the inference characteristics is given by the equations of the eld axioms for inference characteristics. Prede ned operations (input, output, resources, pre, post, process and tasks) are declared for each inference characteristic in the signature of the spec Processs0 (Fig. 10) . The axioms given in this eld enable to describe the speci c values of the characteristics of the inference. The 8
In this example, the speci cation is a Knowledge Level speci cation of the KBS behaviour, but placed at the application level of abstraction. The domain knowledge and the meta-knowledge speci cation, which is of the utmost importance for Knowledge Acquisition, has not been addressed here (see PT94] For example, let be the inference abstract of a medical diagnosis application, w h i c h derives some symptoms from patient observations. Figure 6 shows the process module corresponding to this abstract inference. The patient is an object of the sort patient. The inference applies the domain knowledge speci ed in the domain structure abstract-model linked to the relation abstract? in order to derive symptoms from observations. The equations { The dynamic semantics of a composed process describes the result of its application to data and is speci ed by a unique axiom which expresses the equality b e t ween the name of the process and its decomposition into sub-processes. The heuristicclassi cation method de ned Fig. 7 is a xed plan which applies in sequence the inferences abstract, match and re ne.
Tasks
The name of a task is stated in the eld tasks. It will be used to declare the tasks involved in the signature of the speci cation module Process.
The speci cation of the task characteristics is given by the equations of the eld axioms for tasks. The names of the local strategies of the task are stated in the eld strategies. 16 The speci cation of the task strategies are given in the eld axioms for strategies. They are used in order to generate the axioms of the operator strategies declared in the spec Task Figure 8: Speci cation of the t-heuristic-classi cation task Figure 8 shows the process module describing the heuristic classi cation task. This task exhibits the competence of heuristic classi cation, operates on patients and diseases, and requires three resources. Since it is not e cient to apply all the three inferences if only some of them are su cient, a task local strategy is de ned so as to apply only the useful inferences. Thus, the task problem-solving knowledge is described by the set of processes fheuristic classi cation, abstract, match, re neg and the strategy s-heuristic-classi cation enables the dynamical con guration of a method with a relevant c o n trol structure, since it prescribes which process to select and when 9 . It expresses that if no symptoms have been deduced, the heuristic-classi cation process is privileged, if not, processes match and re ne are privileged.
Fields for the strategic knowledge (Fig. 5) The strategic knowledge is speci ed by use of the elds foci and strategies.
Foci
The process module shown Fig. 8 contains the speci cation of several foci. Foci f-hc1, f-hc2, f-hc3 are used in the local strategy of the T-Heuristic-Classi cation task. The control process focuses only on the characteristics indicated by the foci. In our example, the focus f-patient privileges processes which operate on the concept c-patient. Foci f-hc, f-hc1, f-hc2, f-hc3 privilege some processes directly by their names. Strategies
The axiom de ning the body of a strategy is an equation stating the equality b e t ween the operator body applied to the name of the strategy and an expression in the strategy body language. The process module shown Fig. 8 contains the speci cation of the local strategies of the T-Heuristic-Classi cation task.
The semantics of process modules
The speci cation Process gives the global semantics to the set of all the process modules (Fig. 11) . This speci cation is organised in two l a yers: Process0 and Process. First, Process0 (Fig. 10) de nes the constructors of processes and all their static characteristics of all the application processes. Then, Process (Fig. 9) de nes for each process its application to data, this part requires Process0 through an "use". The sort exp-bool is also de ned in Process.
The speci cation Process contains the signatures and axioms of all the process modules. Its signature has two parts : the rst one is constant and common to all the processes speci cations ( , ? , ?, , , application operators) the other one is precisely the one de ned by t h e K E and is limited to the declarations of atomic, composed and task processes. The equations of the speci cation Process are also divided into two parts: a constant part assigns a meaning to the operators of the signature constant p a r t , a v ariable part de ned by the KE precises the semantics of the declared processes.
Process also includes the speci cation of the strategic knowledge. It uses the speci cations Focus (Appendix Fig. 14) , Strategy (Appendix Fig. 13 ) and Task (Appendix Fig. 15) which respectively give the semantics of foci, strategy and tasks. The strategies administrator behaviour is also speci ed within Process (Appendix Fig. 16 ).
Comparison with other formal languages
This comparison is based on classical language features proposed in the Software Engineering Gau94], or KE literature Abe95], such as spectrum, orientation, institution, semantics, methods.
Domain spectrum Most existing formal languages are based on a Task Oriented approach, more particularly on the KADS expertise model. An exception is DESIRE vLPT92] vLPT93] w h i c h i s based on a multi-agent paradigm. Thus, although supposed to be general, in practice these languages are more suited to a speci c type of KBS, respectively either task or agent based systems. TASK conceptual modelling approach c o m bines a Task Oriented approach with a distributed approach. TFL permits to specify systems which m a y require the activation of several Task-Modules (agents) to meet the global expected functionality. Moreover, it is possible to specify not only one problem-solving method (as in the task layer of KADS) but also several alternate methods available for achieving the competence of each T ask-Module. Moreover, TFL enables strategic reasoning, both within a TaskModule (dynamic generation of plans) and more generally between several processes and Task-Modules, which can be dynamically selected and activated. The recursive de nition of strategies in TFL permits any n umberofcontrol levels to be de ned. The meta-system control processes are also speci ed in TFL. TFL is a language suited to the speci cation of re ective KBS with exible problem-solving. For all these reasons, TFL o ers a wider spectrum than KADS and DESIRE languages. can be expected that many results can be inherited from the Software Engineering works and experiences with ADTs in this area. We are studying this direction and work is under progress to prove the correctness of an implemented KBS. Institution The institution of most formal languages in KE is some type of logic, except K BS SF which is based on algebra. TFL is based on algebra since based on the algebraic speci cation language PLUSS. Orientation While most languages are model-oriented, except K BS SF which is behaviour-oriented, T F L can be considered rather property-oriented since the axioms in ADT are natural means of specifying properties of operations. However, since TFL particularly focuses on the behaviour speci cation, it can also be viewed as behaviour-oriented. Semantics Formal languages in KE have either a denotational or an operational semantics FvH94]. TFL has a denotational semantics since based on the PLUSS algebraic speci cation language. The strati ed l o ose semantics of PLUSS is of the\set of models" type. It can be considered as extending both the initial and the set of models approach s o a s t o e nable to provide a speci cation module with some semantics Bid89]. Its advantage is to allow to structure large speci cations into smaller units and to provide parametrisation mechanisms. Method Most languages provide horizontal structuring mechanisms. Indeed, for instance (ML) 2 , K BS SF, KARL, DESIRE enables to structure the speci cation i n to several modules with precise links based on their expertise model. For instance, views and terminators are mechanisms to connect domain and inference layers in KARL. DESIRE is an example which o ers mechanisms to decompose modules into smaller modules. But, most of them do not provide vertical structuring mechanisms. No existing languages provide elaborate renement calculus. Only Aben has recently proposed interesting directions for re nement calculus in KE Abe95]. Modularity i s a n e s s e n tial aspect of the PLUSS language Cap87] Bid89] used to develop TFL. Its powerful modularity mechanisms provide TFL with interesting properties. First, PLUSS provides several enrichment constructs (e.g. the import primitive use) w h i c h enable to structure a speci cation into modules. Second, it also o ers parametrisation and instantiation mechanisms. Moreover, it favours progressive development of speci cations since it allows to de ne two t ypes of speci cation. Completed speci cations, with a xed class of models are the "implementable" modules while sketch and draft are speci cations under development. This distinction is one main originality of PLUSS. It implies important consequences on the development process of a specication Bid89]. During the elaboration stage of the speci cation, the semantics of the speci cation is not yet completely xed. Then, draft and sketch modules enable to build successive speci cations (not yet implementable) by progressive re nements. When the speci cation is considered to be satisfying, its semantics must be xed, then it is translated into an "achieved" speci cation (implementable). This constraint is a necessary condition to facilitate reuse. All these mechanisms which h a ve been helpful when applying TFL on examples like Sisyphus I or Sisyphus II Pie96b], o er interesting perspectives for the design stage. For example, the speci cation of goals by progressive re nements presented in Pie96b] is based on this facility : VT-parametric design and the O ce allocation examples have been built by stepwise re nement of the generic draft \assignment". It should be noticed that vertical re nements is of primary importance in ADTs. "One of the main interest of algebraic speci cations is the possibility o f d e v eloping a program by starting from a high-level abstract speci cation and giving successive, more and more detailed representations of this speci cation" Gau90]. Interesting results may surely be expected from ADTs for formal methods in KE, but more work is still needed to precisely investigate its potential application to TFL.
Conclusion
This speci cation has largely been motivated by the wish to investigate the possibilities of using software engineering formal languages to specify exible KBS and in particular their dynamic behaviour. In this work, several results interesting from a knowledge engineering point of view, have been obtained:
Strategic knowledge and meta-system speci cation: this is one main contribution of the work. Indeed, a control formal speci cation has never been undertaken until now, in the framework of Task-oriented approaches. The single formalism which o ered such a possibility of specifying strategic reasoning was DESIRE. TFL is more understandable and easier to use than DESIRE. Indeed, rst it belongs to task-oriented approaches, which are generally the most preferred technics for specifying KBS at the Knowledge Level. Second, TFL speci cation of the meta-system is expressed at the Knowledge Level while DESIRE global control speci cation is based on a rule formalism. Finally, like D E S I R E , TFL o ers the possibility of describing any level of strategies. The basic idea is to consider the resolution problem as the application of processes to data. A process corresponds to a deterministic or non-deterministic process composition. The role of the meta-system controlling the reasoning is to eliminate the non-deterministic processes, replacing them by dynamically built xed processes, thanks to the speci ed strategies. State representation: the state i.e. the current case data are speci ed as information in the module Data, opposed to the domain knowledge (concepts, relations, domain structures) which are speci ed as speci c data types. The resolution process is viewed as the completion activity of the initial set of information by use of the di erent categories of knowledge (domain, problem-solving, strategic knowledge, in particular in applying relevant processes to data. Thus, the key operator in TFL is the application operator through which processes are applied to the state (data) to reach a solution state. Global system speci cation: TFL is dedicated to the speci cation of the global system behaviour. Opposed to other languages which only aim at specifying the object system, that is the knowledge of particular applications, TFL aims at specifying both the object and meta-system controlling the resolution. Bene ts of a single formalism: an interesting feature of the speci cation is its uniformity which allows to avoid the di culties concerning the link between di erent formalisms. Precise semantics: all the TASK primitives have got a detailed and precise semantics in TFL.
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Bene ts of using ADT:
{ abstraction: the obtained speci cations are abstract, describing the \idea" of the KE about its system independently of any implementation.
{ modularity: the speci cation is modular. A complex speci cation is built by combining diverse modules which are less complex.
{ semantics: the use of the process modules makes much more easy the design of a KBS speci cation. It allows to write simple speci cations and at the same time to bene t of a clear and precise semantics for the whole system, thanks their inclusion in classical ADTs.
{ mathematical grounds of the ADT: the axiomatic aspect of the algebraic speci cations makes them suitable for prototyping and for proofs because of the natural link existing between the algebraic speci cations and the rewriting systems. An original model of control: from the modelling viewpoint, this approach o ers an original model of control since resolution processes call the control when and only when a choice has to be made. This result is important, considering that it is acknowledged that in a KBS, most part of the time is used in the control activity" HR85]. The model combines hierarchical and opportunistic approaches. The re exivity of the model allows to gain uniformity and simplicity in the knowledge modelling. This study opens several prospects, concerning Veri cation and Validatio and Reuse.. The classical algebraic approach has demonstrated its bene ts in the elds of the speci cation of computational systems, the proof about the properties of a speci cation, concerning the implementation and the validity of implementation. These directions are currently being investigated for KBSs. For instance, the correction of methods w.r.t problems speci cation proof is studied in Pie96a]. The issue of genericity and reuse based on formal speci cations is presented in Pie96b], which s h o ws how formal methods can support the de nition of generic formal speci cations and the development of a formal KBS speci cation by reuse.
Appendix
The following appendix shows axioms which complete the speci cation of the TFL language. The static semantics of the processes is de ned by the axioms of the g. 12. For each t ype of composed-process, an axiom de nes the value of its characteristics (input, output, resources, etc.) from its components. Similarly, for each task and inference, the axioms de ning the static semantics are given here. Figure 13 gives the semantics of strategies. A strategy is composed of a strategy name and a strategy body. The current state of a strategy and the current f o c i activated by it are placed in its elds MEM S and MEM F. Figure 16 shows the speci cation of the strategy administrator which operate on strategies as a kind of \rewriting rules" tool. Each axiom expresses the changes of current a c t i v e foci and strategies for a particular type of strategy body. The two other gures present the speci cation of foci ( g. 14) and tasks ( g. 15). In these gures, the axioms give the de nition of the di erent c haracteristics. (c 7 ) pre(t : process) = pre( t : t a s k ) (ct 1 ) post(t : process) = post( t : task) (ct 2 ) input(t : process) = input(t : task) (ct 3 ) output(t : process) = output( t : task) (ct 4 ) resources(t : process) = resources( t : task) (ct 5 ) processes(t : process) = processes( t : task) (ct 6 ) tasks(t : process) = t : task & tasks( t : task) & (ct 7 ) characteristics for task application pre( competence-satisfaction( t : task) ) pre(t : process) : body( S) = X postfocus( F n )
: body( S) = X stopstrategy( S n )
: body( S) = X postfocus( F n )
: body( S) = X ( if cond Z) (e) : body( S) = X ( loop cond Z) (f) for each strategy name 'Sname' body(Sname) = ...
where S : strategy-name S n : set-strategy-name F n : set-focus X, Y , Z : strategy-body spec Strategy as Record of( < NAME : strategy-name >,< BODY : strategy-body >, < MEM S : set-strategy-name >, < MEM F : set-focus-name >) sorts strategy operations name-to-strategy : strategy-name 7 ! strategy axioms name-to-strategy(Sname) = < < NAME : Sname >, < BODY : body( Sname) >, < MEM S : >, < MEM F : > > (a) where Sname : strategy-name spec Set-Strategy as set( item ) strategy) operations names-to-strategies : set-strategy-name 7 ! set-strategy strategies-to-names : set-strategy 7 ! set-strategy-name axioms strategies-to-names( ) = (a) task-name, Set-Strategy-Name, Set-Task-Name, Set-Process-Name, Set-Resource, Exp-Bool sorts task operations | : task-name 7 ! task pre, post : task 7 ! exp-bool input, output : task 7 ! set-concept-name resource : task 7 ! set-resource tasks : task 7 ! set-task-name process : task 7 ! set-process-name strategies : task 7 ! set-strategy-name axioms for each task 't' (see s e ction 3.2.1) input(t) = . . . output(t) = . . . pre(t) = . . . post(t) = . . . resources(t) = . . . processes(t) = ... tasks(t) =... strategies( t) = . . . 
